Introduction: Signol is a new behaviourally-led
scalable software which uses smarter employee
feedback to cut fuel waste and greenhouse gas

Personalized Performance Assistance
Software using behavioral economics
and data science to cut operational waste
and improve job satisfaction.

emissions while improving job satisfaction. Signol
extends and scales our world-class behavioral science
research where we saved Virgin Atlantic Airways
$5.5m in 8 months and demonstrated the lowest ever
abatement cost for carbon.
The Problem: Companies need a low cost, low

Signol's unique algorithms determine what
behaviors to change from imported data to
best improve individual operational efﬁciency.
Behavioral data could be related to
energy/fuel consumption, or time and location.
We can be ﬂexible to suit your requirements.

friction solution to greenhouse gas emissions and
operational efﬁciency without equipment upgrades
and expensive retraining. Human behavior is critical
in waste reduction, but there are currently no
software solutions that are designed to inﬂuence

Once we’ve conﬁrmed the data and a
method of frequent transfer with you, we
analyze and push out personalized messages
designed speciﬁcally for each recipient.

actions across multi-modal organizations.
Our Solution: Signol is a customizable software
platform that ‘nudges’ employees to make better

Messages are focused and targeted to individual
goals to measurably change speciﬁc
performance behaviors for the better. Variable
feedback on achievements, like donations and
target tracking, help with job satisfaction,
putting captains in control of their own data.

Signol can reduce 1% of fuel
use annually

decisions, like captains turning off one engine when
taxiing. Our solution requires no hardware and is low
disruption. All we require is access to behavioral data
such as fuel consumption or time signatures.
Verticals: Signol can be used across multi-modal
transportation systems and provides industry
ﬂexibility. Signol can also improve efﬁciency and
reduce emissions in many other multi-billion dollar
markets, such as maritime and trucking.
Differentiators: Signol, patent pending, is the only
software in aviation that can measurably improve
employees’ fuel-efﬁcient decisions. Our competitors enterprise resource planning systems - specialize in
back-end fuel data processing, but lack the behavior
change expertise that we apply when designing every
front-end feature.
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Platform features: Signol is a two-part solution; one
facing employees and another for managers and
supervisors.
Employees can view their performance through tracking
behavior targets while earning pro-social incentives upon
achievement. Each performance or report is
accompanied by companywide and personalized insights
to improve future behaviors such as those tied to routes,
craft, and conditions.
Managers can investigate company-wide behavioral
data and target management processes based on our
evidence. The management platform is optimized to
pinpoint new behavioral issues by capturing employee
feedback on problematic machines, routes, or targets.
Managers can make analysis reports and use data criteria
to track potential weak spots.
In addition, the platform is built for smooth
communication between employees and management
while adhering to union standards and ensuring privacy
to control data.
Software + Integration: We work with internal company
teams to gather data and push to our system to provide
your employees with customized, targeted results.
Safety: Signol is designed to be used after equipment
operation; thus it does not distract the user or interfere
with safety protocols or operator best judgment.

“Virgin Atlantic just used
behavioral science to ‘nudge’
its pilots into using less fuel.
It worked.”
Washington Post

Environmental Impact: Right now, Signol is the only
solution that can help industries, such as aviation, hit
crucial carbon savings today. For instance, for one airline,
we’ve projected saving up to 99,255 tonnes of CO2
annually (equivalent to 22 new wind turbines)
Pricing + Partnership: For a limited time we are
searching for partners to work with on a low-rate
enterprise basis before implementing a
subscription-based service.
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